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Abstract
We analyze certain mental automatisms appearing in the consciousness with phenomenological
features of simple partial seizures (SPSs). We propose to include all these phenomena into a cognitive function to which we term hyperia. In this paper, we analyze the similarities between the
nature of this cognitive function and the mechanisms used by our brain to elicit neuronal plasticity.
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1. Introduction
Based on still valid writings of renowned neuroscientists of the past century [1] [2], we have been researching
for years on a group of psychic phenomena that so far constituted a grey area between Psychiatry and Neurology,
diagnosed as epileptic fits when a congruent electroencephalogram (EEG) confirming the neuronal discharge
has been recorded, and more frequently as symptoms of different psychiatric disorders [3]. These psychic experiences appear always in the same way: suddenly the attention focuses completely on the sole experience occurring at this moment on the mind, a phenomenon that Henri Ey denominates “narrowing of consciousness” ([2], p.
542). Such experiences present always the next phenomenological characteristics: distortion of experienced inner time, automatic nature, great intensity, and strong feeling of strangeness [4]. Recently, we proposed to term
them Hipersyncronic Mental Automatisms (HMAs) [5].
The best way to understand these experiences is by means of an example of a HMA which occurs so frequent
among normal people that many of us will surely have experienced it. We are referring to déjà vu, “a paroxysmal feeling of familiarity which can be found in no less than half the normal population, but which just as easily
can be conceived as a partial seizure” ([6], p. 103). Well, this paramnesia contains the five features which we
have just described as defining a HMA.
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Psychiatric practice recognizes a great variety of psychic phenomena with these clinical characteristics:
1) Hallucinations or false perceptions that impose themselves on the consciousness with undeniable conviction of truth;
2) Primary delusional ideas [7], where a sudden though imposes itself on one’s awareness with such force that
it gives the impression of irrefutable certainty;
3) Crises of depersonalization: the subject suddenly has the vivid impression of observing himself as wholly
or partially different from normal, despite knowing that the sense organs are working properly;
4) Derealization: now it is the environment which is perceived as distorted;
5) Panic attack, that is, an acute assault of anguish and terror taking over the consciousness with such sudden
intensity that the subject has the impression when he is losing the control of his mind;
6) Sadness attack: here the unexpected experience consists in a sudden psychic pain invading the awareness
completely and for no apparent reason, the sorrow being inexplicable for the subject suffering it;
7) Joy attack: a state of intense bliss with no apparent cause, which takes over consciousness passively;
8) Alternative acute attacks of these two opposite affective experiences that mimic a quick cycling bipolar
disorder.
At a first step, we proposed that HMAs should be diagnosed as simple partial seizures (SPSs), but after having carried out numerous bibliographical researches to look for the true nature of these experiences, we found
two kinds of arguments in favor of the physiological origin of these epileptiform productions:
1) These psychic automatisms are present in the majority of the most outstanding creations of humanity,
without their authors conferring them some pathological value. Indeed, we found these HMAs in the writings of
Christian mystics such as Paul of Tarsus, Augustine of Hippona of Hippo, Hildegard of Bingen, John Tauler,
Henry Suso, Angela of Foligno, etc. But, surprisingly they are also present in the original works of many other
non-religious creators such as philosophers Plotinus, Pascal, Nietzsche; painters like William Blake, Van Gogh,
Salvador Dalí; novelists such as Dostoyevsky, Marcel Proust, Hermann Hesse; poets like Walt Whitman, Rabindranath Tagore, and Juan Ramón Jiménez, etc.
2) On the other hand, the study of epilepsies provided us new evidences about the physiological nature of
some epileptic activities:
a) The existence of reflex epilepsies [8], that is, epileptic seizures triggered by certain stimuli, so much simple
stimuli (a repetitive flashing light, a rhythmic sound, hot water, etc.) as complex ones (certain harmonic musical
pieces, pronunciation or evocation of a word with strong emotional charge, etc.). Generally reflex epilepsies are
due to repetitive stimuli that because of the reiterative character become determining an epileptic discharge.
Well, we all have experienced some kinds of reflex epilepsies such as certain musicogenic and affective epilepsies, a fact suggesting the physiological nature of such epileptiform activities [9]-[11].
b) The existence of cerebral areas, especially prefrontal cortex, entorhrinal cortex dentate gyrus, and more
remarkably hippocampus and amygdala, in which these epileptogenic discharges appear in an apparently spontaneous and physiological way, and furthermore associated to processes not only physiological but also indispensable to the survival of the individual and the species, such as learning [12] and sexuality [13] [14].
c) The discovery of two complementary and opposed epileptiform activities to which Wilson and Bragdon
refer in the next terms:
These data suggest a possible new principle for the relationship between epileptiform bursts and electrographic seizures, two different kinds of epileptiform activities that arise in separate but mutually interactive locations. Moreover, although epileptic bursts can trigger electrographic seizures, their main effect may be to
suppress seizures arising in their target areas. Thus, the interictal spikes that epileptiform bursts draw in EEG
may have a suppressive effect on seizure discharges ([15], p. 380).
d) These two epileptogenic movements are interdependent and, at the same time, mutually antagonistic in
such way that the strengthening of first one implies the weakening or even the disappearance of the second one,
and vice versa [15] [16].
In the light of these pieces of information pointing to the physiological nature of some kinds of epileptic activities, we posed a second and more defiant hypothesis: the psychic automatisms termed HMAs would be physiological and they must be interpreted as expression of the cognitive cerebral function responsible of clairvoyant intuitions. We proposed to denominate this function hyperia [3] [4].
Along this same decade and half a great body of knowledge about neurogenesis has been accumulated [17].
Surprisingly, the explanations about the functioning of neuronal plasticity and the elucidations on functioning of
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hyperia contain so many similarities that both hypotheses seem true reflex each to other. This striking parallelism between hyperia and neurogenesis, and the consequent strong support that such similarity constitutes for
our challenging hypothesis, is the main aim of this paper. We divide it in the next sections:
Section 2: Hypothesis of hyperia;
Section 3: Parallelisms between hyperia and neuronal plasticity;
Section 4: Discussion;
Section 5: Conclusion.

2. Hypothesis of Hyperia
There is much evidence indicating that two different and antagonic kinds of epileptogenic activities of physiological nature are present in certain cerebral areas. Thus, it is preferable term them hypersynchronic activities
better than epileptic activities since this last denomination implies a pathological nature. Well, all collected information indicates that after an initial hypersynchrony it appears sometimes a second type of epileptogenic activity that could seems reactive and whose main purpose would be to regulate the intensity of the first one. We
propose the first type to be called hyperia and to reserve the term epilepsy for the second type.
The term hyperia is derived from the Greek adverb hyper, a prefix meaning over, beyond the ordinary or
normal [18]. Thus, hyperia means the excessiveness [19] implicit during this cerebral functioning mode: an excessive neuronal synchronization; an excessive alignment of consciousness; hyperesthesia of the experience, etc.
We think that this substantive is useful to clearly separate and differentiate hyperic and epileptic activities.
Hyperia, as others cognitive brain functions, is largely hereditary and in this regard there are certain groups of
people that show a strong inherited hyperic capacity, for example philosophers, scientists, artists, mystics, mental ill people, etc. Equally, as remaining cognitive functions, hyperia is also an educable activity and many people have learned to use the adequate stimuli, usually repetitive ones, in order to trigger these automatisms: twinkling lights, monotonous sounds, recurring melodies, repetitive mantras, rhythmic dances, etc.
Psychic experiences of hyperia always entail a sudden clairvoyant cognition accompanied frequently by telepathic conviction. The Merriam-Webster online dictionary defines clairvoyance [20] as an ability to communicate with dead people, to predict future events, or to know about things that you did not actually see happen or
hear about. So, the term clairvoyance entails different paranormal phenomena, and clairvoyance and telepathy
almost become synonyms.
Again, we will turn to déjà vu to understand better what we are trying to say. During this paramnesia the subject has the feeling of reliving a previously experienced scene, but feels completely unable to associate it with
previous memories or experiences. Thus, the subject experiences it as something alien to his own mind and/or
coming from other different mind. This interpretation of déjà vu as a telepathic phenomenon is more evident
when this paramnesia is accompanied by cognition of events taking place at a distance, a fact that occurs with
relative frequency [21].
Something similar can be said of the autoscopy, a peculiar kind of depersonalization that is also usually interpreted as a paranormal experience alien to the self mind [22]-[24].
The same occurs with the sudden fits of melancholic inhibition [25] or the opposite one of ecstatic exaltation
[26]. These episodes, which correspond exactly to the psychopathological description of mania and melancholy,
are experienced by the subject as something alien to their self mind. The phase of manic exaltation is often characterized by feelings of omnipotence and communion with the Absolute. Meanwhile, the melancholic phase is
usually accompanied by delusional ideas of guilt and the consequent punishment attributed to an external mind,
for example, a divine punishment.
This is even more evident in acute psychoses in which use to appear a delusional awareness, a phenomenon
that Jaspers described in the following terms: “Patients possess knowledge of immense and universal happenings, sometimes without any trace of clear perceptual experience of them” ([7], p. 103). That is, these patients
experience sudden and clairvoyant intuitions.
At this regard, we have found in our researches about HMAs striking and vivid descriptions of clairvoyant
knowledge in numerous writings of renowned artists. For example, Aldous Huxley reports this delusional
awareness, triggered by intake of mescaline, as follows:
The Beatific Vision, Sat Chit Ananda, Being-Awareness-Bliss, for the first time I understood, not on the verbal
level, not by inchoate hints or at a distance, but precisely and completely what those prodigious syllables re-
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ferred to ([27], p. 5).
Hermann Hesse tells us a very similar experience, although now the triggering stimulus of clairvoyant cognition of the Absolute was a piece of music:
It was at a concert of lovely old music. After two or three notes of the piano the door was opened all of a
sudden to the other world. I sped through heaven and saw God at work. I dropped all my defenses and was
afraid of nothing in the world. I accepted all things and to all things I gave up my heart ([28], p. 19).
Finally, St. Ignatius of Loyola recounts in his autobiography the following case of multiple clairvoyant cognitions that seemed triggered by the light and acoustic stimuli that came after watching the riverbed:
One day he went to the Church of St Paul, about a mile away from Manresa. Near the road there is a stream,
on the bank of which he sat, and gazed at the deep waters flowing by. While seated there, the eyes of his soul
were opened. He did not have any special vision, but his mind was enlightened on many subjects, spiritual and
intellectual. So clear was this knowledge that from that day everything appeared to him in a new light. Such was
the abundance of this light in his mind that all the divine helps received, and all the knowledge acquired up to
his sixty-second year, were not equal to it ([29], p. 57).
As we have explained just above, these clairvoyant experiences are present in many psychiatric disorders. In
fact, all psychotic delusions entail this character of clairvoyance and/or telepathy. In all these irrefutable convictions the subject experiences an enlargement of self accompanied of telepathic certainty, a fact that is more evident in acute paranoid psychoses and in acute phases of paranoid schizophrenia (broadcasting thought, robbery
of thought, echo of thought, etc.) and more diffuse in chronic psychoses in which megalomaniac ideas use to
consist in experiences of self-reference and control by other minds (paranoia) or of fusion with Universal Mind
(paraphrenia).
Scientific researches on these phenomena are often included in the field of parapsychology under the generic
term psi phenomena [30]-[32] and although the results are inconclusive, their genesis seems related to the cerebral areas that we have described as more prone to hyperic hypersynchrony, concretely with hippocampal areas
[33]-[35].

3. Parallelism between Hyperia and Neuronal Plasticity
The first fact taking our attention was the surprisingly parallelism existent between hyperic function and neuronal plasticity. Neuronal plasticity is the property that neurons have to build and to destroy some of their architectural elements in a constant way. The mechanism by which nervous cells build new structures is called long
term potentiation (LTP), while long term depression (LTD) is the inverse mechanism by means of which neurons destroy or remove these new structures. These two mechanisms-LTP and LTD-are considered the basis of
memories and of oblivions [36].
It has been much discussion about what are the roles of different glutamate receptors in these two processes,
and although much controversy still exists on this topic, we can summarize all this information in three points:
1) LTP and LTD can be elicited by α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid receptor s (AMPAr) and N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors (NMDAr), although both activities are more evident and more widespread with the first type of receptors. But, curiously neuronal plasticity mediated by AMPAr requires a previous activation of NMDAr, which allows entry of Ca 2+ in the postsynaptic neuron and, thus, the implementation of a number of molecular changes that determine an increase or decrease of AMPAr density [37].
2) Roughly speaking, we can apply these same statements to memory and to forgetting which are two active
processes determined by LTP and LTD respectively [38].
3) Actually, at all central synapses AMPA and NMDA receptors form a functional synaptic unity in such way
that presynaptically released glutamate coactives both types of receptors. This simultaneous activation of postsynaptic AMPAr and NMDAr arouses complexes and even contradictory responses, that is, sometimes producing an increase of AMPAr density and a decrease of NMDAr density, and other times vice versa [17].
If we pay attention we will note the existence of a strong parallelism between cerebral function that we have
called hyperia and cerebral function termed neuroplasticity. Indeed, both functions involve:
1) The same cerebral areas, concretely the most prone to hypersynchronic functioning.
2) The same neuronal transmission. Indeed, hyperia and neuroplasticity are mediated by two complementary
and at the same time opposed neurotransmitters: NMDA and AMPA activities, with a complex mechanism that
is constantly rebalancing these two antagonistic forces [39]. Recent neurophysiological investigations suggest
that this continuous rebalancing of NMDA and AMPA activities is related with the also constantly changing fo-
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cus of attention [40]-[43]. At this regard, hyperic phenomena are states in which, by means of an intense AMPA
activation, attention is strongly focused on a sole experience occurring at this moment in the mind. This is what
occurs, for example, during hyperic experiences triggered after have consumed ketamine or phencyclidine, two
substances that antagonize NMDAr and, by this way, reinforce AMPA activity [44]. It is a well known fact that
these two substances produces dissociative states and behaviors similar to schizophrenic-like psychoses [45]
during which appear mental automatisms with the characteristic strong focusing of attention. A similar conclusion can be deduced of the study of Lovinger and others [46] with ethanol, a substance that inhibits strongly
NMDA transmission but only weakly AMPA one.
3) These neuronal hypersynchronies are elicited in both cases by repetitive stimuli. This acute susceptibility of
central nervous system to all repetitive stimuli should not be surprising since it is the way by means of which
our brain learns and memorizes occurred experiences.
4) In both cases EEG shows similar shapes, currently termed action potentials and formerly usually denominated interictal spikes.
In sum, there are many data suggesting that the mechanisms used by the brain to elicit the hypersynchronic
activity termed neuronal plasticity are the same used to produce hyperia. These similarities are so striking that
we are inclined to think that hyperia is simply a concrete form of the numerous varieties of neuronal plasticity
existing in our central nervous system such as neuronal plasticity occurring during sleep, during sexual activity,
in any learning process, etc. This interpretation of hyperic function as a singular type of neuronal plasticity constitutes a new and strong argument in favor our very innovative hypothesis of hyperia as a physiological function.

4. Discussion
The hypothesis of hyperia implicates important consequences and modifications in the comprehension of different neuroscientific areas, which can be grouped in three sections:
A) Comprehension of paradoxical relations between epilepsy and psychoses;
B) Consequences that such hypothesis entails about current classification and diagnosis of psychiatric disorders;
C) Changes of hyperic hypotheses regarding therapy of psychiatric disorders.
A) Comprehension of paradoxical relations between epilepsy and psychoses
The hypothesis of hyperia let us to understand some neuroscientific questions regarding the contradictory relationship between epilepsy and psychoses that remain unexplained until now. Starr (summarizes this paradox in
the next terms:
One of the great unresolved medical controversies of the twentieth century concerns the relationship between
epilepsy and psychosis. Limbic structures are suspected of being intimately involved in the pathophysiology of
both of these neurological conditions, yet more than a century medical thinkers have failed to agree upon
whether these two common disorders are closely associated, unrelated, or mutually antagonistic to one another
([47], p. 160).
Indeed, on one hand, it is an undeniable fact the high comorbidity of epilepsy and psychoses. On the other
hand, these two activities are incompatible simultaneously, as we can easily deduce from the next three facts:
1) The phenomenon termed forced normalization of EEG [48];
2) The often clinical observation that a generalized seizure terminates a state of acute psychosis [49];
3) The still effective treatment of psychoses with electro-convulsive therapy after eighty year of use [50].
This until present unsolved information on the relationship of epilepsy and psychoses is naturally explained
by our hypothesis. Indeed epilepsy is to hyperia what firefighter’s water is to fire of a conflagration: both them
frequently appear together but they antagonistic and even incompatible at the same time.
Hypothesis of hyperia also helps to explain some other questions about epileptic and psychiatric overlapping,
concretely some psychopharmacological aspects shared by these two matters:
1) Why are all anticonvulsant drugs, which initially were introduced in psychiatry as mood stabilizers, are resulting useful for more and more psychiatric disorders, concretely anxiety disorder [51], positive syndrome of
schizophrenia and schizophrenic-like psychosis [52], and remarkably bipolar disorder [53] [54];
2) Why is there increasing evidence that the final effect that different psychotropic drugs have on the central
nervous system is to decrease neuronal excitability? When we postulated the anticonvulsant role of antidepressant and antipsychotic drugs, nearly fifteen years ago [3], we were confronting the general position of psychiatry,
which traditionally defended the proconvulsant role of these substances as could be read in the most used hand-
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books of psychiatry [55]. Since then, much new and strong support has appeared, confirming our innovative
propose about the anticonvulsant effect of psychopharmacological drugs, namely:
a) Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors [56]-[58];
b) Lithium [59]-[61];
c) Dual antidepressant: Not only modern ones [62] [63] but also classic tricyclic ones [64];
d) Antipsychotic drugs, as it is deduced from the increasing consistency of glutamate hypothesis of schizophrenia [65] [66] and also from the abundant information regarding the probable gabergic effect of these substances [67] [68].
B) Consequences that hypothesis of hyperia entails about current classification and diagnosis of psychiatric disorders
A second important consequence of hyperia comes from the major changes that such hypothesis entails about
current classifications of psychiatric disorders. In effect, hyperia constitutes a singular and equal etio-pathogenic
explanation for psychiatric symptoms currently attached to different disorders such as mania and/or melancholia
(belonging to bipolar disorder), paranoid schizophrenia (belonging to schizophrenic disorders), crises of depersonalization (included in disorder of depersonalization), panic attacks (included in panic disorder), etc. The fact
that all these clinical manifestations share the similar etiology, pathogenesis and treatment points to:
1) The loss of relevance of non-psychotic/psychotic duality as taxonomic criterion since mental automatisms
of hyperia contain so much psychotic as non-psychotic manifestations and all they have the same genesis.
2) Conversely, negative/positive symptoms binomial acquires great taxonomic relevance. Indeed, from the
hyperic perspective we can divide psychiatric disorders in two main groups:
a) On the one hand, psychiatric disorders with positive and/or productive manifestations that in advance are
physiological and only become of pathological nature when they entail moral or social consequences with psychosocial deterioration [69] [70]. Thus, these mental disorders are interpreted as dimensional ones with their
psychic manifestations going from normal to pathological.
b) On the other hand, a second group of clinical entities in which exist a pathogenic disturbance that determines the appearance of negative and/or defective symptoms. This second set would be constituted by categorical disorders such as mental retardations, dementias, autistic spectrum, and syndromes with predominant negative and defective cognitive symptoms. Consequently, positive syndrome of schizophrenia and negative syndrome of schizophrenia would be classified in different groups, being dimensional the first one and categorical
the second one.
We think that this new taxonomic model, in which many psychic manifestations are interpreted as pathological only when they produce clear psychosocial consequences, supposes important advantages with respect to the
current ICD-10 and DMS-5 models, concretely meeting the etiologic and pathogenic requirements of Research
Domain Criteria (RDoC) to get a new diagnostic model in psychiatry [71].
C) Changes of hyperic hypotheses regarding therapy of psychiatric disorders
Finally, the third significant consequence of our hypothesis refers to the different therapeutic approach that
from now on will need to be applied to mental manifestations of hyperia. Until now they were considered pathological and were treated as such. From now on, in principle, they do not need any therapy because they are
expressions of a productive function of our brain. However, they have been considered for hundreds of years the
expression of a disease, so it won’t be possible to assimilate this new conception suddenly. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct psycho-educational efforts in order to this important conceptual change can be gradually assimilated. It will be necessary to teach young people experiencing these hyperic phenomena to become familiar
with them. Families, teachers, and psycho-pedagogues also have to realize this new conception in order to help
children and youngsters with intense manifestations of hyperia. The numerous advantages of this new approach
can be summarized in one sentence: it is preferable to say to a child or teenager: “You are gifted with hyperia”,
than to tell him: “You have a mental or epileptic illness”. This preventive task in order to avoid the psychiatrization of people with hyperic manifestations is one of the most important aims derived from hiperic hypothesis.
Finally, and still regarding the treatment of hyperic experiences, we consider necessary to add a last important
detail: The superior efficacy of simultaneous treatment with psychopharmacological drugs and psychotherapy, a
fact repeatedly evidenced over the years [72]-[74], is naturally consistent with hypothesis of hyperia since according it the desired modifications of neuronal neurotransmission can be achieved equally with physico-chemical stimuli than with psycho-emotional ones, being the most important that these stimuli have a repetitive character.
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5. Conclusion

There are clear evidences pointing to the physiological origin of mental automatisms appearing with phenomenological features of SPSs. We include all these phenomena into a cognitive function to which we propose term
“hyperia”. These automatic psychic experiences always imply convictions of clairvoyance and/or telepathy and
they are generated by the same mechanisms used by our brain to produce the different varieties of neuronal plasticity.
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